
INTRODUCTION 

Insight 
Pancreatic cancer is the fourth most common cause of cancer-
related deaths. Patients have a survival rate of less than 5% within 
a five-year span. On average, patients die about two and a half 
years post-diagnosis after the cancer spreads. 

Why? 
Pancreatic cancer is difficult to detect during its early stages 
because its symptoms are not obvious. As a result, pancreatic 
cancer is typically in its advanced form once diagnosed. At this 
point, the cancer is difficult to eliminate because the tumors may 
have spread to other tissues, or metastasized. 

What is the pancreas? 
The pancreas is a vital digestive gland that aids in digestion of food 
by secreting digestive enzymes that combine with pancreatic juice 
to break down protein, fats, and sugars. Aside from secreting 
enzymes, the pancreas also secretes hormones such as insulin and 
glucagon to regulate glucose levels. 

Target 
Generally, healthy cells grow and divide with the help of a signal 
transmitted by the Ras protein. Ras is a “G-protein” because 
guanine nucleotides (GTP and GDP) are bound to them. Ras is 
turned on by replacing GDP with GTP. When Ras protein is activated, 
it signals the cells to grow by MAP Kinase cascade. When the 
gamma phosphate is hydrolyzed off the GTP and converted back to 
GDP, Ras is turned off and cell growth is signaled to stop. Mutations 
in Ras cause its signal to be constitutively, or continuously, 
expressed and lead to uncontrolled signaling for cell growth. 

Ras depends on post-translational modification by the 
zincmetalloenzyme farnesyltransferase (FTase). After translation, 
Ras goes through four modification steps; the first step includes 
FTase. The farnesyl group is necessary for Ras to attach to the cell 
membrane.  If Ras does not attach to the cell membrane, then Ras 
cannot transfer signals from receptors and signal the cell to grow.  If 
the post translational modification of farnesyltransferase is 
inhibited by small molecule inhibitors, mutant Ras is mislocalized. 
When the constitutively active Ras is mislocalized the MAP Kinase 
cascade is disrupted and the uncontrolled cell growth is halted. 

PURPOSE 

Inhibiting FTase will disrupt oncogenic Ras’ ability to signal for cell growth. The 
current generation of farnesyl analogs utilizes dipole-dipole bonds and 
hydrophobic interactions. Rather than exploiting dipole-dipole interactions, the 
proposed library of inhibitors (1, 2, 3 triazoles) acts to chelate divalent metal 
ions. Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) software suite was used to 
rationally design a lead inhibitor of FTase. A crystal structure of FTase was used 
as a template with zinc metal bound to the active site. Each ligand taken from 
the library database was positioned into the farnesyl binding pocket, and 
simulations and dockings were done to obtain a binding affinity value, e_score. 
After docking, LigX was executed to obtain pKi values. Results obtained were 
compared to results from Autodock v.4 and Vina.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Library of inhibitors (1, 2, 3 triazoles) 

Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) 
• Original ligand from protein removed 
• Docking site established by isolate function 
• MOE Protonate 3D feature performed 
• Saved as template to use for proposed inhibitor analogs 
• Analogs built using MOE builder (1, 2, 3 triazole scaffold with varied headgroups and tailgroups) 
• Analogs were treated with protonate 3D function 
• Ligand from library placed in active site with headgroup interacting with metal and tailgroup projected 
into farnesyl binding pocket 
• Docking function 

• Parameters selected : receptor atoms, selected atoms, ligand atoms  
• AlphaHB: assisted in geometric fit of ligand 
• Results: output database of possible configurations 

• LigX 
• Analog with the best orientation and e_score value was selected 
• Ligand modification and energy minimizing executed with LigX 
application 
• Results: ligand binding affinity (pKi) 

!Autodock 1.5.4 (ADT) 
• Created grid box 
• Docking 

• Macromolecule selected: FTase 
• Removed original ligand, added hydrogens 
• Functions Autogrid and Autodock executed 
• Results: ten conformations of potential ligand positions in binding 
pocket 

• Selected the best conformation and used grid dimensions 
• Applied grid dimensions to library used in MOE 
• Utilized UNIX shell commands and python scripts 

• Created directory of library 
• Converted files into compatible files 
• Commands prepared ligands for docking stage 
• Converted receptor to compatible file 
• Prepared grid box for ligand placement 
• Autogrid executed, calculated atomic affinity 
• Docking function launched 
• Analysis of results 
• Results: possible conformations and pKi 

Vina 
• Created file that consisted of selected ligands 
• Created text file that consisted of grid dimensions 
• Used command prompt to execute dockings 
• Results: possible conformations analyzed in ADT 

RESULTS 

E_score and pKi values were obtained in all three methods. These values are necessary for 
identifying functional groups that give the greatest binding energy benefits in the drug-receptor 
complex. Each library member subset consists of a different functional group core. The ideal 
pKi value is around 10 nanomolar as this is the optimal value for a therapeutic agent for FTase. 
Roughly, analogs 60 through 72 were found to have the best e_scores and pKi. They ranged to 
have the highest pki. 

Autodock, however, did not have a clear trend. Autodock predicted analogs 173, 176, 16, 136, 
16, 156, 178, 58, 36, 138, and 18 as the top ten ligands with the best pKi. The library was 
built on a scaffold with various functional groups attached at the headgroup and tailgroup. 
However, each group of ligands with consecutive numbers is closely related by functional 
group. The difference may be in placement. Thus, having analogs with various headgroups and 
tailgroups that are not closely related show up as one of the top ten make the results doubtful.  

Autodock produced about 10 to 20 different possible conformations for each analog. As the 
conformations were analyzed, it turned out that many of the conformations had a tail bent 
away from the binding pocket or the headgroup was not close enough to interact with the 
metal. This proposed a greater suspicion that Autodock may not have known how to handle the 
protein and ligand interaction. Vina seemed to have the same troubles as ligands predicted to 
be the best from Autodock were docked using Vina. Conformations generated were not the 
same as Autodock nor were they oriented properly. Thus far, MOE appears to be the best 
software to use for studies in developing novel small molecular therapeutics. 
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Figure 1. 
Protein binding 
site where FPP 
is normally 
found. Zinc is 
magenta, FPP is 
green, docked 
FPP is red.  

Table 1. Data summary of analogs 1 through 200 from MOE. pKi and E_score2 
values are obtained through dockings. High pKi’s are most favorable. 
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